We help startups and digital agencies launch projects on time, with no pain.
Mobile App Development
Android Apps · iOS Apps · Native Apps · Tablet Apps

AI/ML
Machine Learning · Deep Learning
Computer Vision

Web Development
Custom Web Apps · Enterprise Solutions · Advanced & Cloud Based Development

Design
Branding · Web Design · App Design · Wireframes · Product Design
WE ALWAYS CREATE UNIQUE & CLEAN DESIGN

Branding · Web Design · App Design
Wireframes · Product Design · Motion

Design Tools in stack:

- Marvel
- Sketch
- Figma
- After Effects
- Zeplin
- Cinema 4D
MOBILE APP Development

We develop amazing mobile apps. We pay a lot of attention to UI and UX design and make sure that all of our apps look stunning. We love projects that use Machine Learning and AI and focus on interesting and complex problems.
AR / VR
apps

We have experience developing AR and VR apps. We draw from our expertise in computer vision and go beyond using standard AR and VR frameworks to build truly unique experiences.
Blockchain is dramatically changing many industries and we are at the forefront of this revolution. We use blockchain to build services that rely on secure, distributed databases and work with smart contracts (Solidity).

Control animal
It's easy to watch the movements of a doggie. Map and chip control.

Smart Award system
With the capacity to tap into a market of over 2 billion pet owners on competitions!

Blockchain passport
Passport based on ethereum technology! For ownership control and more!
SERVICES

Entertainment apps

We know a lot about how to create for engaging apps, powered by the most advanced technologies. Some of the apps we have developed previously include questing in augmented reality, a tour guide that uses Artificial Intelligence to recognise landmarks and an educational VR app.
Our previous work includes working with several food service companies and launching two food delivery projects of our own. We know food industry from the inside and love working on food tech projects.
Our expertise includes tablets too. Our tablet apps run well on any device or screen resolution and turn tablets into tools to solve problems of real businesses.

For example, we have developed a POS-terminal that can use Ethernet connection and charging at the same time and a tablet app for a complex security monitoring system.
Web development

We develop complex web apps and solutions. We create great looking websites, develop desktop and mobile web applications. We work with the most recent and cutting edge web technologies but we are also experts at older, tried and tested tools and frameworks.

- Projection
- Wireframing
- Design
- Front-end Dev
- Back-end Dev
- QA Analysis

WebDev Tools in stack:
We apply the same technologies used by giants of the industry like Google, Apple and IBM and top research universities like University of Oxford to develop solutions to niche problems and help businesses automate their processes.

**Computer Vision** is a technology that allows machines see like we do. We have rich experience developing Computer Vision based solutions to solve both entertainment and business problems.
AI for entertainment project

- Landmark recognition · Selfie beautification · Photo filters

Analysis of customer satisfaction

- Social data clustering · Recommendation systems · Extraction of keywords and topics

Cancer detection with ML

- Medical data analysis · Classification of medical images · Treatment recommendations

Security Systems

- Object and face recognition · Realtime background segmentation · Live tracking
IoT holds potential to change the way we interact with technology. For businesses and for regular people. That is why we love IoT projects. One of our main projects is a fully automated refrigerated parcel locked for food, that users interact with through a mobile app.
30+ Inhouse developers in Moscow

Office in Miami
20900 NE 30th Ave., Miami, FL 33180 USA

Office in Moscow
Kalashnyy Pereulok, 14, Moscow, 125009

Allan Kronfeld  +1 305 331 7303 | allan@juntoteam.com | juntoteam.com